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Abstract. A deep understanding of the manufacturing process is needed in or-

der to achieve safety and quality requirements for parts and components; to this
regard, residual stresses play an important role in welded structures. Residual
stresses are mainly caused by the extremely severe thermal cycle to which the
welded metal and base material are subjected to during welding process and
their knowledge leads to a better static and fatigue assessment of welded joints.
This work deals with the study of residual stresses for a tube to plate T-joint,
made of S355JR carbon steel. The work was carried out by both numerical simulations and experimental tests. The numerical simulations were performed by
Ansys FE code through a structural-thermal full transient analysis to evaluate
stress, strain and temperature in each node at each step of the simulation. The
"birth and death" method was employed, together with temperature-dependent
material properties. A 2D and a 3D simulation were performed, in order to evaluate possible diﬀerences due to the welding process. Numerical results were
compared to some preliminary measurements obtained through an incremental
cut made on the plate.

1 Introduction
Residual stresses are commonly associated with unexpected failures and dimensional inaccuracies. In particular, they aﬀect the component integrity, reducing buckling strength [1],
fatigue life [2] and promoting stress corrosion cracking [3]. These stresses commonly occur through diﬀerent mechanisms: inelastic deformations, temperature gradients, and phase
transformation. Sometimes, only one of these mechanisms is significant, while other times
they can occur simultaneously; this is the case of welding processes [4].
Residual stresses are detrimental for the integrity and service of the component, for this reason, their evaluation plays an important role. Anyway, through experimental evaluation it
is diﬃcult to achieve complete and statistically relevant results [5]. For instance, the detection of residual stresses is based always on indirect methods; to obtain the stress field in a
component it is usually necessary to evaluate another quantity, like the elastic strain or the displacement at given points of a specimen or component. Diﬀerent procedures are commonly
used to measure residual stresses: destructive, semi-destructive, non-destructive techniques,
e.g. X-ray diﬀraction, ultrasonic, magnetic or the blind hole drilling method (BHD).
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The knowledge of the residual stress field in a component may lead to optimized design and,
consequently, weight and cost decrease. For instance, the presence of compressive residual
stresses is sometimes sought in order to increase the resistance for the surface-related failure
(e.g. the laser peening use in turbine engine fan).
Among others, a technique that is becoming commonly used to predict residual stresses is
the finite element analysis (FEA) [6–8], being accessible and with a less time eﬀort compared the experimental tests. The finite element method (FEM) is useful in understanding the
influence of the diﬀerent parameters aﬀecting the resulting residual stress field. Nevertheless,
it is a challenge to consider all the parameters involved, so approximations in the model have
to be introduced.A substantial number of articles dealing with finite element simulations of
residual stresses can be found in the technical literature, for both 3D and 2D numerical simulations. In particular, diﬀerent topics are covered by diﬀerent authors, such as the influence
of welding residual stresses on creep behaviour (Zhou et al. [9]) and the stress prediction for
further incorporation in fatigue crack growth analysis (Barsoum et al. [2]), and so on.
The present work is focused on a tube to plate single-pass welding. Residual stresses are
commonly generated by the volumetric incompatibilities given by the rapid temperature decrease; consequently, the maximum stress and strain are expected close to the weld seam on
the plate surface.
A sequential uncoupled thermal-structural analysis was used, where the structural solution
depends only from the thermal one and not vice-versa. The reason for that is the limited
displacement during welding that aﬀects the thermal distribution in a negligible way. The sequential uncoupled method is commonly used to study welding process through FE-models
as shown in [4, 10]. The welding process is simulated by the "birth and death" technique
combined with an initial nodal temperature of the welding seam, because of its easier controllability and implementation.

2 Finite element analysis
The commercial software Ansys was used for the following work. The numerical simulation
consists of uncoupled thermal-mechanical full transient analysis. The use of an uncoupled
formulation is due to a negligible dimensional variation of the component during welding;
this was retrospectively verified.
The simulations were carried on by means of thermal and structural steps, independently
solved. Anyway, the analysis was structured in a way to consider the transient temperature field acting on the stress, through the thermal expansion coeﬃcient and the thermalmechanical temperature dependent properties. The entire experimental process was simulated, this consists of the welding process, followed by the specimen’s cooling and then the
hole generation through an incremental cut, as further described in section 3.
The first step consists of a heat conduction problem followed by a structural analysis where
the specimen’s thermal history was applied as a load; finally, the holes cutting through the
base plate was simulated.
The problem is intrinsically asymmetric due to the welding procedure, and for this reason, a
3D model was assumed necessary to describe the process. The purpose of the 3D model was
to get the stress and strain fluctuation along the circumferential direction. However, the 3D
model required a very high computational eﬀort because of its non-linearities; for this reason
a 2D model was developed as well. A 2D model is easier to manipulate and optimize by
varying its parameters, resulting in faster development of the procedure; an example of the
two finite element models is shown in figure 1.
Phase transformation eﬀects were not considered, this is due to the lack of information
about material properties at high temperature. However, temperature dependent thermal-
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mechanical material properties were included (the reader can refer to section 2.1 and section
2.2 for the complete set of used material properties).
With reference to the specimen geometry, some hypotheses were introduced in the FEmodels:
• the weld seam geometry was simplified by a triangle, even if during the real process part
of material flows towards the plate because of the gravity, as shown in figure 1;
• as already stated the "birth and death" was used to approximates the real process; this is
usually adopted for FE simulations of the welding process (some examples are reported in
[7, 11, 12]);
• cooling of the molten material is simulated by an initial nodal temperature boundary condition instead of a volumetric heat flux. This hypothesis is due to easier controllability of
the nodal temperature.

Fig. 1. 3D and 2D FE-models example.

2.1 Thermal analysis

The thermal analysis is a transient non-linear simulation. A PLANE55 element was used in
the 2D model, having four nodes with only one degree of freedom, the temperature. The
element SOLID70 was employed in the 3D model; it is a brick with eight nodes and one
degree of freedom.
The load was defined by applying a fixed initial temperature (T i ) at all the welding seam’s
nodes. Essentially T i was chosen in two diﬀerent ways: the melting temperature of the base
metal (i.e. the temperature at which the molten metal is expected to be in contact with the
plate, T i = 1673 K) or the temperature found by infra-red scanning of the welding process
done by Farson et al. [13] (T i = 3273 K). All the remaining nodes were initialized at the
environment temperature (T 0 ) of 293 K.
The temperature dependent thermal material properties were collected from Bhatti et al. [6].
Both convection and radiation are considered constant during the simulation; the convection
was set to a value of 21 W m−2 K−1 , while the radiation was set at 0.79 at ambient temperature.
The convection is significant for lower temperatures than radiation, instead, for temperatures
close to the material melting point, radiation is significant.
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2.2 Structural analysis

Similarly, even the mechanical structural analysis is a transient non-linear simulation. The
same mesh and geometry of the thermal simulation was used, anyway, the elements were
updated. The PLANE182 element was adopted for the 2D model, while the SOLID185 was
used for the 3D one. In this case, the degrees of freedom for the analysis are the displacement
at the nodes instead of temperatures, i.e. two degrees of freedom (x-y) for the four nodes
PLANE182 and three degrees of freedom (x-y-z) for the 8 nodes SOLID185.
The welding was executed by rotating the tube and plate around the tube axes, leaving the
component free to move. Because of this, in the FE-model only the upper tube surface was
fixed in the radial and hoop directions. Although the boundary conditions (BC’s) were not
related to the real process constraints, these were aimed to leave the specimen free to move
in the weld region. Basically, the edge eﬀect given by the constraints was dissipated in less
than a tube thickness and, as regards the eﬀect of the BC’s on the stress-strain field, this is
negligible.
Likewise, the thermal simulation, the element "birth and death" technique was applied with
the same sequence to simulate the welding process. The load consisted of a thermal body
force applied at each node for each time-step. The temperatures were obtained from a binary
file resulting from the thermal simulation. Through the thermal expansion coeﬃcient, the
software calculated the deformation of each element. The thermal strain is given by
εth = α(T )(T − T re f )

(1)

where εth is the structural thermal strain, α(T ) the instantaneous coeﬃcient of thermal
expansion, T the element evaluation temperature and T re f is the temperature at which zero
thermal strain exists.
Hence, it was necessary to define two diﬀerent materials’ reference zero strain temperatures:
a material for the tube and plate with a reference temperature of 293 K, one material for the
welding seam with a reference temperature of 1673.15 K or 3273 K respectively.
The thermal expansion coeﬃcient was taken from Bhatti et al. [6], while a multilinear
elastic-plastic material law developed by Chen et al. [14] was implemented. The Poisson’s
ratio was kept constant at a value of 0.3. In general, it is common not to consider its variation
like already done by [2, 6, 8, 10].

3 Experimental procedure
A tube to plate welded joint of S355JR was studied, as shown in figure 2. The specimen
was composed by a tube of 44 mm of internal diameter and a thickness of 10 mm, this was
welded at a square plate of 190 mm side and 25 mm of thickness. Four holes with a diameter
of 21 mm were executed symmetrical on the plate as well as one 10 mm hole in the center of
the plate. The holes were necessary for the experimental fatigue tests set up not describe in
this work. Furthermore, a reinforcement was placed inside the tube at a distance of 15 mm
from the plate surface.
Both the reinforcement welding and the tube-to-plate welding were manufactured by a singlepass of gas metal arc welding (or GMAW). Anyhow only the tube to plate welding was
considered in the following. This was obtained by rotating the tube and plate around the tube
axes and keeping fixed the welding torch.
In table 1 the experimentally tested specimens are summarized. It is given a description of
post-production processes, number of strain gauges and their position on the plate surface.
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Fig. 2. Geometric dimension of the specimen and fractured surface after fatigue test.

Table 1. Experimental test summary

Name

Post-production

Strain gauges

Radius (mm)

Angle (◦ )

Specimen-1

None

8

6.5/9/13

360 with step of 90

Specimen-2

None

8

6.5/9/13

360 with step of 90

Specimen-3

None

12

6.5

360 with step of 30

Specimen-4

Annealing

12

6.5

360 with step of 30

In order to validate FEM results, residual strains were evaluated on the plate surface through
incremental holes cutting on the back of the plate, as shown in figure 3. The holes were
created on the bottom surface of the plate with a step-increment of 5 mm; this process releases residual stresses because of the elimination of material from the specimen. Several
strain gauges were placed around the weld seam to detect radial strain, as shown in figure 3.
During the hole cutting the strain gauges were able to detect the plate deformations given by
redistribution of stresses.
The procedure is composed by two holes of diﬀerent diameters and depths, the first one is a
through-hole of 42 mm diameter, while the second one has a maximum depth of 20 mm and
a diameter of 100 mm.

4 Results and discussion
Diﬀerent simulations were carried out during this study as described below.
Strain measurements in radial direction were done through strain gauges, according to
table 1. Furthermore, results from 2D and 3D numerical analysis were evaluated.
As it can be seen from figure 4 and figure 5 both temperature and material properties have
been found to be parameters of influence for the numerical analysis. Figure 4 shows the
strain resulting from the diﬀerence between the strain obtained after holes cutting and the
strain obtained after cooling, this for diﬀerent T i of the welding seam. It can be noticed that,
as the starting temperature increases, the maximum residual strain decreases. A higher T i
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Fig. 3. Hole creation method to detect residual stresses on the plate surface and strain gauges positioning
over the plate surface.
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Fig. 4. 2D simulation results comparison for
diﬀerent initial temperatures (T i ) of the welding seam.
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Fig. 5. 2D simulation results comparison for
diﬀerent initial temperatures T i and material
properties (M.p. = Partial multi linear elasticplastic, M.c. = Complete multi linear elasticplastic)

heats up more material around the welding seam, however, the volumetric changes resistance
of the material is weakened by the poor material properties at high temperature, leading to
lower stresses and strains. For instance, figure 5 can be explained in the same way; where
"M.p." refer to a partial set of multilinear elastic-plastic temperature dependent material
properties (i.e. they are described until a temperature of 933 K), while "M.c." refers to a
complete set of multilinear elastic-plastic temperature dependent material properties (i.e. the
complete set used by Chen et al. [14]). In this case, the use of a complete set of elastic-plastic
material properties further weakens the resistance of the material for volumetric changes.
Basically, when the material is at temperatures higher than 933 K, the numerical program
implements much lower yield strength and elastic modules that lead to lower residual strains.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between numerical and experimental results for diﬀerent cutting depth.

In figure 6 all the main results are shown. All the results are obtained for an initial welding
seam’s temperature of T i = 1673 K. In particular, the 3D analyses reported the entire range
of strain solutions caused by the stress and strain variance along the circumference. It can be
noticed that the variation between the maximum and minimum strain is not remarkable for
both the linear-elastic and elastic-plastic 3D simulations. Actually, for the 3D linear elastic
analysis, the maximum relative percentage diﬀerence between the maximum and minimum
strain is 2.7%, while for the elastic-plastic model is 26%.
The experimental results are described through the mean value and standard deviation of all
the specimens for diﬀerent radius.
The 3D linear elastic simulation with temperature dependent material properties overestimates the experimental results as expected. The 3D and 2D elastic-plastic models with temperature dependent material properties lead to a better result compared the previous one.
On average, the 2D simulation is easier to be setup. The 3D analysis may be optimized,
considering the additional parameters with respect to the 2D simulation, such as the total
welding time, the "birth and death" method, the starting weld seam temperature. Consequently, a further study would be needed in order to research the optimum set of parameters
in a 3D elastic-plastic simulation.
Ultimately, the von Mises stress field, resulting from the 2D elastic-plastic simulation, is
shown in figure 7. As expected, there is a strong stress gradient in the weld seam area, with
a maximum value on the apex of the weld seam. In particular, the maximum value of stress
is close to the yield strength of the base material, this result does not diﬀer from the common
practice and from many other studies on residual stress. In figure 8 a comparison between the
radial and hoop stress of the 3D and 2D simulations is given. All the results are obtained for
an initial welding seam’s temperature of T i = 1673 K. As always, regarding the 3D analysis,
the circumferential stress range is plotted; the diﬀerence between the two analyses is in the
same order of magnitude of the diﬀerence for the strain results.

5 Conclusions
In this study, both numerical and experimental results are employed to investigate the residual
strain field near the welding seam in a tube-to-plate welded joint. The comparison between
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Fig. 7. Von Mises stress map in the 2D simulation.
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Fig. 8. Radial and hoop stress comparison
for 2D and 3D analysis. The stress interval is
shown for the 3D simulation results.

the results is applied in order to predict and verify residual strains and stresses found by FEM.
The following conclusions can be drawn:
• a proper estimate of parameters such as welding seam’s initial temperature and elasticplastic material properties is necessary in order to have a good estimation of the strain and
stress field;
• the 2D axisymmetric elastic-plastic model can predict in a fairly satisfactory way the strain
field;
• the variation of stress and strain in the circumferential direction near the weld seam can
be neglected in a first order analysis, both for the linear-elastic and elastic-plastic analysis;
basically, the asymmetry introduced by the welding process is minor;
• the diﬀerence between the two models is so small that, considering the overall eﬀort necessary for the 3D analysis, the use of the 2D model is preferable.
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